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Let the markers fly!

Like  its  predecessor,  this  year's  ONS  (Ongoing 
Neverending  Story)  event  was  a  major  success. 
Students,  faculty  members,  instructors,  visitors, 
and family members all swarm around the paper 
roll  as  each  participant  monopolized  a  marker, 
eagerly awaiting their turn to jot down their twists 
on  the  story.  As  expected,  their  ideas  failed  to 
disappoint  as  their  imagination  ran  wild, 
transforming an innocent story into a crazy plot. 
Last year's hit was a pizza guy; this year, a green 
smurf! Who are we to choose the main character: 
the people have spoken!

Contemporary English Club President,
Yousef A. Mustafa
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PART I

It was half past midnight and I couldn't get any sleep. I was lying there, in bed in the 
dark. My eyes shut tight, listening to the hissing of the wind through the leafless bare 
trees. The sound of the owl far away and the sweet sound of nature out here in the 
country side. I love the cold. Infact winter is my favorite season. I opened my eyes, and 
glared at the ceiling. My room pure dark, not one reflection of light! Out here in the 
country we were isolated. I closed my eyes again and opened them once more, it was 
now 1 am and still I hadn't fallen asleep. I began to think,,, think very hard and scwintch 
my eyes a bit. With the dark black ceiling in the background I began to see something... 
Perhaps from my imagination but I DID see it. 

(Amani Alshoshan) 

PART II

But, instead of freaking out, she was relieved, because what she saw was ... 
(Yousef A. Mustafa) 

Casper, And she huged him and he comfort her and make her sleep comfortably, And 
then A WarewolF Came into the Room And Casper ...... 

(Ibrahim Al-Mutawa) 

Gave her a can of "fool" and said "zis izi za best sing to srow away your fear" Then 
everyone became happy and they all went to see grandpa Santa Clause. (without the 
"E" says lil red riding hood) ... And The warewolf.... 

(Hamad Al-Ali) 

cried in agony, he was giving birth to a green Smurf. So then ... 
(Red Riding Hood → Hawraa Khalfan) 

The green smurf smiled upon his beloved parent and giggle with joy and happiness. 
(puck) 

The werewolf proclaimed "You are not my child Green minion, you abomination! you 
adopted! 

(Rakan al mutairi) 

The green Smurf was shocked, so he went to a journy to look for his real parents 
(Arwa Al.Amiri) 

He was very shocked to see that his parents were on a deserted island, far from shore 
on the A Gulf meant to Ri

(C K) 
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Then he figured out that he has a sister who lives in Mars, so he decided to visit her 
(HTA) 

But the problem was that there is a war there, universe war more serious than WW2. It 
was called WW7. 

(wir.wir.wir) 

PART III

This did not discourage him though, he got into his flying yellow submarine and took of 
into the skies, not knowing the dangers which lied ahead of him.

(Saino) 

He was reading the manual while operating the flying submurine, he was not paying 
much attention. Right after it exited the exosphere, a random black hole appeared and 
sucked the whole thing. ... All the green smurf could see was ... 

(Mohammed A. Mustafa) 

A bright white light of millions starts surrounding the green smurf. 
(Mais) 

Reality kicked in and he ran as fast as he can and ran into ... 
(Rauda) 

The prime minister of lalaland. Upon request the prime minister had to end THE GAME 
once and for all. The trolls were lost... 

(Sar3 FJ) 

He fell Down into A coma and he had a flash back ..... 
(Sofana 

:) ) 

On his flash back, he went to Tortuga Island and met Jack Sparrow .... 
(Hawraa "Jack Sparrow") 

"Ohoy Matey"! Said Jack "Come away with me and let's find the lost treasure of Phineas 
Fog!" And so away they vogued on troubled waters in search of the precious treasure. 

(C. Marcos) 

"NO!!" screamed the green smurf and woke up, he was conscious. However, he was 
quite shocked to see that he was being hospitalized by the prime minister along with the 
little red riding hood. The prime minister gave out a ... 

(Mohammed A. Mustafa) 
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a very touching speech. He assured them that peace and order will be soon restored in 
LaLa land. He encouraged them to state their demands and that he will look into them 
and soon everyone will be happy and well taken of ... 

(Mona farouki)

However the smurf grew tired of the Prime Minister's droning, and despite having newly 
awaken from a coma, leapt up in disgust.... 

(Tom Shepherd) 

So the Smurf took a MicroPhone and verbally destroyed the Prime Minister and then 
kicked him in the head. 

(Mr. K) 

PART IV

The Smurf was arrested, then he met someone whose name is Lulu. Lulu was sent to 
Mars by the smurf to find his sister. 

(HTA) 

It was a dark and stormy night when lulu's spacecraft arrived on the dark side of Mars. 
(PAS) 

Then LuLu + him had a beautiful Green Smurf that had hair made of popcorn. 
(Hawra'a Khalfan (red riding hood)) 

Green Smurf fell into a pit of snakes. Lulu climbed down a rope to save him, but the 
snakes climbed up the rope and strangled poor Lulu.

(Dr. Janet)

And so, poppay the sailorman went with zeytoona to subway at gust and they had the 
green smurf as a chocolatechip cookie. Zaytoona loves her sailorman's Randomness. 

(Suzane . J ♥) 

Meanwhile, Green Smurf met Red Smurf. Red smurf warned Green Smurf about 
Poppay and Zaytoona's plot to EAT him!! 

(Raghad Alawnah) 

Red smurf hated Green smurf so he told him to hide at subway Where pappay was 
waiting. 

(Farah AlAkhras) 

Then katkot comes with his racing car Z06 Singing rwished and waiting his Friend 7oor 
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to race with her slowly car!. 
(3wash katkot) 

Else where, Lulu decided to do something new. She went back to earth and became a 
Pirate. "Hohoho..." She said while waving around her sword. 

(サラ)→(Sara) 

One week later, Katkot Found Her Friend 7or wearing a rabbit custom They Ran away 
escaping From their Home Wanted to steel the Bank But before their mission is done 
Their Friend amany (the witch) Told the police about the plan and They got 
(ARReSTED) ;( 

(♥ 7or Bahrani) 

And then, OBAMA called shaikha and asked her to visit the white house. Then Deema 
and Maryam came running to assassinate obama. Then Atyab came to the white house 
and saved the day...... 

(Shaikha AlDabbous) 

Maryam and deema went to 360 and saw shi5a and her husband obama eating B+F & 
then Michelle his wife saw them & murdered them 

=
) 

(Maryam Alsrayea and Atyab Almdhem) 

After All what happend before she just entered the cenima as nothing happend!! 
(Anwar) 

The police wanted to investigate the case. So they went after her, chased her around 
the mall until she tripped and fell face forward. They cuffed her and took her into 
custody. 

(Fatima Miqwar) 

The girls discover that Deema is a ghost of police and she is the one who makes them 
run away from police. 

(Badrya) 

PART V

When People tired to get in they couldn't because of the many ANGRY bodygaurds 
Who obama Sneaked behind in order to cheat On his Wife. 

(Golden_93) 

But Obama wife was smart, she paid for his bodygaurds behind his back 
(A. Sharman) 
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She committed suicide after she felt ashammed of herself and of what obama did. 
Sasha, obama's daughter found a tape that changed the whole story. There was a man 
who was blackmaling obama called richard prince Apparently, richard prince was 
looking for a place in the the white house, that was the only reason he black maled 
obama. 

(A. IBRAHIM) 
(MAHAD) 

So, everyone is dead according to M7md Adnan, who black mailed me to make this 
whole thing. He wore NEMO as a necklace and started looking for his award that usef 
won during the english day. May GOD help them for the very Random stories they're 
hearing!! :( 

(Suzan . J) 

PART VI

There was a monster who didn't have a name. he tryed so hard to find a name and he 
couldn't. So he decided to make another copy of himself to help him to Look for a name. 
He send his copy to other side of the world. while he was Looking for a name He killed 
every person didn't give him his name. when He arrived to the next town he heard about 
a prince. that Prince was so sick and about to die. So he went to The Prince and made 
a deal with him. He told me give me your name and I'll give you a long life. The prince 
approved. with time the prince got tired because everyone he cared about Died. So he 
told the monster that he want his name and the monster gave him his name back. Then 
the monster killed him to. 

(Rawan A. Murad)

The monster was in fact non-other than the green smurf. He was angry because he 
couldn't find his sister. That's when he met ...

(Yousef A. Mustafa)

his sister, and she looked exactly like imagined, and he ran quickly everywhere. 
Unfortunately, the girl wasn't his sister, she was someone like her, and when he found 
out that she isn't his sister, he decided to …... 

(Ali Najem)

Go to the woods all by himself, decided to stay in the woods, depressed crying under a 
tree house, and once a sudden a squirll that is called "koki" camed to him and saw how 
depressed he was, ironicly koki was a miracle squirll that will accomplish one wish for 
the smurf and asked him what do you want to wish..... 

(Mohammed AlKanderi) 

So the Smurf thought very hard, and just when he was about to make his wish, a large 
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owl came and snatched the squirll and flew away. The Smurf was horrified because his 
only chance of saving his sister had gone as he was going to ask the squirll to grant him 
the wish of finding his sister. Just when the Smurf thought that that matters couldn't get 
worse. 

(Shaima A.)

Suddenly a huge dragon appeared. And then he started singing: "La la la .... la lo ly"! 
While everybody opened their eyes & their mouths:" AAHH!" And out of no where a red 
dragon appeared & started fighting with the singing one!!! 

(wir.wir.wir) 

The fight wasnt physical, it was a vocal fight! The red dragon trolled aloud "Trolloll lol lol 
lol, trollol, trollololol ..." The smurf stood on his feet, amazed, and so were the others! 
The red dragon knew he was winning the compitition, the dragon decided to ... 

(Mohammed A. Mustafa) 

To go to Camelot, and meet king Arther and see if any of the Noble knights could 
help .... 

(Dr. Huda Jabboury) 

Then Morgan LeFay makes a grand enterance and challenges queen Guenevire to a 
battle of wits... of course Queen Guenevire was to busy ogoling Lancelot to 
acknowledge the challenged! 

(Yasmeen Abulezz) 

And a great white shark apears out of no were and eat the challenger. 
(Saud Al-Zaidi)

A purple fairy appeared behind the bushes. her name was Edith. She has a studded 
black wand. She entered a talent contest at a village called Baderonus. The audience 
was booing her until she cast a spell on everyone and made them look like oompa 
loompas. 

(Bader Al-Munayes)

The oompa loompas had no memory of their human lives. They proceeded to storm the 
stage and eat the purple fairy. She tasted like barbecue chips. After their feast, a black 
box descended from the sky in a flurry of colorful lights. A book appeared. 

(Mohammed Al Rashed)

when the Book appeared the lettel oompa Loompas had fritten, After that they went to 
read the Book. So when they read it the found that it was written all about them then, 
they remmber thier past. 

(Dana, Rula) 
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PART VII

And all the oompa loompas died and went to a place called Johnny! Johnny is Joe's 
brother. And Moe wanted some cold coffee. 

(7owra2 (lil red riding hood)) 

However, the cold coffee was very precious; because you see, this cold coffee has a 
special Magic touch. But who will be the lucky person who will drink it? 

(Amani Alshoshan 

=
) ) 

Then a pretty girl named ALokha comes and drinks the precious coffee, Suddenly she 
has a magic powers also be able to fly. 

(Khawla =)) 

When I met her on the blue cloud she was singing while was drinking the coffee 
(Ayman Bakr) 

And I thought to myself what kind of weird woman would be drinking coffee on a cloud? 
Does she not have any sense of Romance?!!! 

(Dr. Ikram ELSherif.) 

Her coffee was de-caff and with all that wind on that cloud it started making her dizzy. 
She had to go down to the other coffee shop on the other cloud to get a coffee. 

(Noura Al-Ayyar) 

A clown dreamed that he is a student @Gust and he practice his study there, Finally he 
graduated From a circus. 

(Ahmad) 

She went to the other cloud and drank lots of coffee so she couldn't be dizzy and so she 
could good and happy ;p 

(Mohammad Saleh)

Suddenly she became hungry, so she started eating the clouds thinking it was cotton 
candy! 

(Zahra'a Zaman)

PART VIII

So then as she kept reaching for the "cotten candy" her hands kept going through the 
clouds. She woke up realizing it's a dream, with sugary hands!
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(Zainab Rakan) 

And the green smurf walked into the room!!
(Batoul) 

After that all guys Dead!! 
(Abdullah Al-meshal.) 

Then everyone woke up from the dream then Abdulla write. 
(Mishal Al-wazzan) 

Meanwhile they found out that DIMA is not a ghost infact she's a fairy! 
(Dima Al-Najjar & Atyab Al-Melhow)

The fairy was so upset of what had happened to the smurf. She wanted him to talk to 
his again, his mother the warewolf. So she made the warewolf appear infront of the 
green smurf.

(Mohammed A. Mustafa) 

And I'm very "Sorry" For all that 
(Abdullah Alqallaf)

So, Here the story ended!!? 
(Abdullah Al-meshal) 

And now started again now ... 
(Mishal Al-wazzan) 

Just kidding! It is over 

:)

(wir wir wir.)

Opera witnessed the fight and then decided to report it. She called Dr. Oz and Dr. Phill 
for consultation. 

(HTA)

PART IX

Opra & Dr. Phil decided to get married and adopt a 30 year-old chinese man. (because 
he was alone & sad.) 

(Yousef A. Mustafa) 

But the day married Opra run awy 
(Ahmad Konjan) 
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But at the middle of her way running away she remembered her Lover "Dr. Phil!!!!!!!" 
(wir wir wir) 

However, unfortunately, when she was in her way to him, she had an accident, and was 
injured. 

:'(  
(Esra'a) 

So then Oprah died from her injury and became a reincarnated Green Smurf! 
(Hawra'a Khalfan (lil red riding hood)) 

She was dreaming and saw Phil in front of her and remembered she still loves him... 
(Norlan Talli)

Then Dr.phill start crying Because he didn't imagined that he will marry her, Then they 
left to CHiCAGA ♥ for a hony-moon

(Marayem + Micro)

Back in reality, a Few Hundred miles away, in the middle of a Forest, a crack of 
lightining splits the clear sky. Where it struck a black portal three meters wide opens. 
from within raises a man in a long black coat, on either side of his belt where twin 
Emerald swords. He gazed into the Darkness of the forest and said: "Let us Begin the 
hunt, Dalthamos." 

(Abdulrahman Al-asfour)

PART X

And the Ghost of Michael Jackson Appeared. 
(Moh. K) 

I'm the Ghost And i'll hunt you Down! 
(Ghost)

Then, the green smurf and the ghost lived happily ever after :p 
(HTA) 

Shortly after they all went out into the woods & heard all sorts of weird noises which 
freaked them out! ;o 

(AFO) 

They tried to find where the noise was coming from. They saw a huge creature with 
yellow eyes. it flew after them and they started to run away from it 

(Shayo5) 
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The yellow Creature ♥ wasn't eviL & was trying to mess ♥ around with them, then, they 
know the creature ♥ is friendly 

(ArnoBa ♥) 

The guys asked the yellow creature to help Them to find a treasure that would make 
them Rich 

(Aloka)

PART XI

The yellow creature lead the scoobie gang to ... 
(Yousef A. Mustafa) 

a mine, but it wasn't a gold mine, it was rather a mine full of land mines. 
(Mohammed A. Mustafa) 

Then they felt hungry so they started to prepare to eat. 
(Ibraheem A. M) 

The most handsome one of the boys wondered is he was going to do alchemist, just like 
in the anime full metal alchemist, but instead of that, he said to annocen to the world 
that great wisdom: "Grab a book & save yourself, give a book & save a life!" 
And so the lost boys in "peter pan – I mean of this story got up & stand to face the door 
that beholds the unknown!! 

(Mayawi)

and then little red riding hood entered looking for Johnny! 
(Hawra'a Khalfan (lil red riding hood)) 

Then Johnny got cought by little miss red riding hood's evil eyes, then Johnny turned 
into a cannibal And ate little miss red riding hood's hand and was planning on continuing 
but he was stopped by the Big Bad Wold, and that's When... 

(Johnny yahya) 

That's when the scery stupit Gruffalo Jumpped in her way. 
(Zahra And Ali)

PART XII

Johnny & The Big Bad wolf got in Kahoots & targeted little red riding hood. Afraid, she 
ran into the mine where she met up with the scoobie gang. Then ... 
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(Yousef A. Mustafa) 

Scoobie gang turns out to be with the big bad and the wolf team. They decided to kill 
her. Then she turned into monstor and killed them all. 

(Farah AlAkras) 

Then she revived them again to eat their guts. Then she died. Yay! 
(Danah) 

and she got reincarnated to Voldemort, and he. is. immortal!!
(Hawra'a Khalfan)

then help came to the rescue, the helpers are a group of ninjas who know How to seal 
bad people for life, and they fought against this immortal and they WON! He got, sealed. 

(Johnny) 

Joe came & broke the seal
(Yousef A. Mustafa)

And the power rangers save the day again :p 
(Ahmed jero) 

Than class 097 came & saved the day Then capten Majed came and scaure a goal ♥ 
(Hassan & Mohamed) 

Then I and my friend vindiesel we came to her house in  his Dodge charger drifting in 
his house parking

(Abdelaziz Ahmed)

And that's when I said goodbye to my friend and went home to try to sleep once more. It 
was one o'clock.

(Yousef A. Mustafa)
[Kuwait, 2011]
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Note:
Like with the first ONS typing, this has been texted in a literal manner. Any grammatical errors or 
spelling mistakes have been committed by the participants.  Words,  punctuation marks,  and 
symbols have been copied off the paper scrolls as they are. If you believe there has been a 
mistake by our part, email either Anxoius.Nut@gmail.com or pinkbluebibliofreak@gmail.com. To 
get an electronic copy or the previous installment, visit: http://q8bk.wordpress.com/ons-gust
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